Interior design
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With a team of 12 dedicated professional
designers, Camellia & Co is here to help you
perfect your ultimate lifestyle by the water.
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A chic and
contemporary
bathroom
looking out
upon
Carbis Bay

ou’ve found your dream home by the
water; a home that encapsulates
waterside living and acts as the perfect
escape from city life; that radiates relaxed
style tailored to you. Of course, creating this idyllic
waterside retreat can be difficult when you are
working or living away from your residence.
Fortunately, with the help of Cornwall-based
Camellia & Co, you can achieve your dream home
within budget, within time and with complete ease.
With the expansion of Camellia into Rock on the
beautiful north Cornwall coast, Camellia is now
impeccably positioned to take on the thriving
property market there, which is currently
transforming this striking corner of Cornwall into a
vibrant and exciting place to live and stay. Pop into
the showroom to enjoy a fabulous cup of coffee
while you browse an incredible array of quality
paints, wallpapers and fabrics: you’ll soon start to
envisage what your home can be.
The Camellia team is made up of professional
interior designers with particular expertise in luxury
waterside properties. Indeed, under founder Elaine
Skinner’s careful stewardship, the team at Camellia
boasts particular skill in creating relaxed
environments with luxurious yet understated
schemes. “This does not mean theming the property
with shells and driftwood though,” explains Elaine.
“It’s about replicating the juxtaposition of texture and
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Camellia’s
design for the
sitting and
dining rooms
at Sundial
Court
incorporated
the clients’ love
of Harris tweed
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A coastal
interior is not
simply shells
and drifwood;
invoke the
coast with
subtle colour
palettes
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“Our clients need someone they
can trust to take on their brief...
we understand their lives, their time
constraints and the level of service
that they expect”
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This
farmhouse at
Sennen takes
inspiration
from the
stormy Atlantic
coastline with
dark dramatic
tones
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colour.” Indeed, they’re adept at layering up different
textures to give the home a lived-in and organic feel,
whatever the brief, as though a designer had never been
involved.
A recent client, looking for full project management on a
beach house sold through Savills, requested a timeless
look with a coastal influence, but wanted their love of
Harris tweed incorporated into the project. Despite tricky
access due to its unique location Camellia was able to
take the project from design to completion ready for the
client to arrive and enjoy their holiday with everything
taken care of. Camellia are also experienced in
investment properties and a farmhouse in Sennen saw
them contend with single track access roads and the
need for each room to be individual yet create a flow
throughout. They took inspiration from the stormy Atlantic
coastline and used dark tones to create a dramatic feel,
with feature, iconic wallpaper to really catch the eye.
Family homes are also high on the agenda at Camellia
and they are no strangers to older buildings. A vicarage,
hundreds of years old and close to the water at Crantock,
was treated with respect and a style that gave a nod to
the architectural elements of the home. Soft colour
schemes and timeless designs, combined with luxurious
fabrics, created a sense of waterside opulence.
Elaine and her team are used to managing entire
projects, from knocking down walls to buying cutlery.
Similarly, with many clients living or working in different
counties, countries or time zones they’re also used to
scheduling work in advance and communicating progress
with clients via email, Skype and conference calls. Their
skill lies in being able to insert waterside chic into your
property with ease and elegance.

“Our clients need someone they can trust to take on
their brief so that they can return to their working lives,
wherever they are,” explains Elaine. “They have a clear
vision, but need us to interpret it and come up with ideas
to make it all a reality while working to a budget and
delivery deadline. We understand their lives, their time
constraints and the level of service that they expect – we
always exceed!”
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The Old
Vicarage near
Crantock on
the north coast

CAMELLIA INTERIORS
Truro: 01872 248952
Rock: 01208 863690
www.camelliainteriors.co.uk
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